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INTRODUCTION 

The power play is an all out offensive situation which occurs every so often 
during the course of a game when the attacking team turns up the pressure 
and the crowd rises in anticipation of a score. It is a critical turning point in a 
game The anticipated score can bury an opponent's hope of victory or a 
stalwart defensive standoff can turn momentum one hundred in the defending_ 
team's favour. 



DOCTRINE 

Power play will either burn a coach out or light him up. 

Knowledge is "POWER" only when it is turned on. 

Power Play is built on KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ATTITUDE ! 

POWER PLAY PRACTICED SHOULD PRODUCE A 

PRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE. 



PHILOSOPHY 

A philosopher thinks in order to 
believe. He formulates his prejudices 
and systemizes his ignorances. 

Philosophy is nothing more than 
common sense in a dress suit 

    

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE POWER PLAY TO YOUR 
TEAM'S SUCCESS? 

1. What will you build into your power play system? 

2. Who will play on your power play? 

3. How often will you practice your power play execution? 

4. How will you practice your power play? 

5. How will you prepare your power play for individual games? 

6. How will you evaluate your power play performance? 



KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL POWER PLAY 

• PROPER PLAYER SELECTION 
• DEFINING SPECIFIC ROLES 
• POWER PLAY MENTALITY 
• BELIEVING IN THE SYSTEMS 
• WORKING AT IT 

PROPER PLAYER SELECTION: 

At more elite levels, the following player attributes become critical for Power 
Play success: 

* poise, patience, and intelligence 
* passing and receiving skills (one-touch, tape-tape) 
* on-ice vision, ability to read the play, low panic vs. checking 

pressure 
• shooting skills (off the pass or one-timer, quick release, deflections) 
* D's - getting the puck to the middle of the ice to increase the 

passing/shooting angle. 3 methods: drag (bwd), sprint (fwd & pivot 
bwd) or sprint (fwd) , followed by a shot or pass (possible fake 
first) 

DEFINING SPECIFIC ROLES: 

Point quarterback - ability to bring the puck up the ice with speed or 
pass accurately and appropriately to a variety of breakout options. 
Organizes and executes the breakout. Ensures puck enters the 
offensive zone under control. Runs the power play from the top. Is 
the primary point shooter. Great passer, gets shots through and on 
the net, reads the play well, poised under checking pressure. Can 
get puck to middle of ice quickly to improve shooting/passing 
angles. Must be able to use deception with puck from up top 
("pump fake" - fake shot or pass and possibly see what defender 
does - react appropriately). 



• Off side D - pass option on breakout, usually a relay passer, can rim 
dump the puck effectively, good at keeping the puck in the zone vs. 
attempted clears (particularly along the boards), passes well to 
partner, is aware defensively. Must know how to be a backdoor 
threat. 

* Half-board F - handles the puck extremely well, often makes 
decision on whether to set up in the OZ or to attack the net via the 
rush, has excellent vision, makes good pass option decisions, 
patient, can think 2-3 passes ahead of the play. Can shoot off the 
pass. One-touch passer. 

* Low F - very good at receiving and passing the puck quickly, can 
operate with the puck in small spaces (eg. Protection) - good along 
the boards, walks out with the puck to the net front area and shoots 
(stuff or wrap) or passes (cross-ice) effectively. Makes correct 
decisions with minimal time. Battles for loose pucks effectively. 

* Power forward - operates in the net front or overload position. 
Very quick release on all shots. One-time shot essential. Good at 
getting self into open space at the right time without attracting 
checking pressure. Excellent at providing net traffic (screen) and 
deflecting. shots. Has great hands around the net. Quick to 
recognize the need to assist in loose puck battles. 

POWER PLAY MENTALITY: 

* Privilege to be selected as a member of the power play unit. 

* Assertive mindset. 

* Intensity level must exceed the penalty killers. 

* 5 players must function on the same page. 

* Allow best players to be creative and innovative. 



BELIEVING IN THE SYSTEMS: 

* All players practice the power play. 

* Breakout - gaining momentum. 

* Neutral Zone - choosing your entry plan. 

* Offensive Zone - creating chances to score. 

* A system of play based on the talent at hand and the opposition to 
be encountered. 

* An environment where the players feel confident about the power 
play because they are well prepared through: 

• Concept Flexibility (the specific play vs. creativity question) 
• Well designed practice sessions 
IN Video Analysis 
IN Pre-scout Analysis 



WORKING AT IT: 

* Work in pairs 
(i) shooter and tip-in man 

QB to shooter 
(iii) shooter to shooter 

* Work in units of five (passing - one touch) 
* 5 against no resistance 
* 5 on 1 
* 5 on 2 - no sticks 
* 5 on 3 -no sticks 
* 5 on 4 - no sticks 
* 5 on 4 - turn sticks over, butt end down 
* 5 on 4 - just defense sticks regular 

* Work on various elements of teaching progression (and a various 
speed, depending on age and skill level of players) throughout the 
hockey season. 

* Scrimmage Competition 

* Video sessions to observe and evaluate performance as to: 
• Breakout entries 
• OZ play - puck movement 
NI Point shots 
II Recovery of loose pucks 

* Video sessions to observe opposition penalty kill. 

ri 
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THE A B C's OF TEACHING THE POWER PLAY 

A. BREAKOUT 

Objective: 
Any play where your team exits the defensive zone with 

good puck control and adequate speed. 

Principles: 
* Move up ice as quickly as their forecheck coverage or 

pressure allows and as soon as the timing is right for your 
support teammates. 

* Continue to carry the puck until confronted.. .your first pass 
should only be made when it "traps" a checker. 

* As the puck carrier approaches the neutral zone and then the 
red line, be mindful of not disrupting the forward momentum 
of the unit as a whole by slowing down or making an 
unnecessary pass ( ie. one which does not "trap" a defender) 

* Goaltender should have the ability and option to initiate a 
"quick up" breakout vs. opposition changing on the fly or no 
forechecicing pressure. 



B. 	CHOOSING AN ENTRY 

Objective: 
Continue forward momentum in the neutral zone and 

choose the best entry plan to gain possession of puck in 
offensive zone. 

Principles: 
* Send a stretch to spread the penalty killing forecheck 
* Support puck carrier or more options 
* Attack with speed (quick puck and player movement) 
* Carry the puck over the offensive blue line whenever 

possible. Possession. Control. 
* Outnumber the defending team on offensive entry (4 

player attack) 
* If defenders "stack" the blue line and force a dump or 

rim on entry then do it with a purpose.. .regain 
possession (soft dump, hard diagonal, wide rim) 

C. 	OFFENSIVE ZONE 

Objective: 
Score off the rush ...but don't be in a rush to score. 

Principles: 
* Shoot.. .on net. 

* Movement.. .the more the puck can "do the work" 
causing the PK formation to adjust its coverage and 
influencing the goalie to change his angles, the better. 
However, movement created by skating with the puck 
(eg. walking out from behind the net) is far better than 
standing with puck and hunting for pass receivers. 

• S 



* Work.. .the "Power Play Mentality". Your players' 
ability to outwork the PK is the best way to maximize 
their offensive talent and cash in on their numerical 
superiority. 

* Kiss Theory: 
- Collectively control the puck 
- Move puck to the point 
- Have players in front of net 
- Shoot 

POWER PLAY STRATEGY IN OFFENSIVE ZONE 

Against Passive Penalty Kill: 
* Attack the box with player movement more so than 

puck movement. 
* Take the puck to the defender make them commit. 
* Try and create a 2 o 1 situation as quickly as possible. 
* Don't overpass around the outside - attack as quickly 

as possible. 
* Try and create a 3 o2 down low when the puck is 

being shot from the point. 
* Shoot from the point - create traffic on the shot. 

Against Aggressive Penalty Kill: 
* Always have support on either side of the puck - 

immediately. 
* Touch passes - stick to stick - quick puck movement is 

essential. Be deceptive. 
* Try and run the checkers by passing in an "L" shape. 
* Take the puck to the net if the player has open ice. 
* Never get out numbered in the defending team's 

comers. 
* Don't force the shot from the point - always get the 

puck through. Shot pass is effective. 

41 
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HALF BOARD PENETRATION 
2 Moves slightly to middle at line. 5 moves up the 
wall and gets the puck from 2 takes it to the net. 6 
and 4 block out in front. 3 is ready to slide in back 
side. 

LOW WALKOUT 
The puck is moved quickly from 2 to 5. 5 moves it 
quickly to 6 low who walks out with power to the 
net looking for the stuff or back door plays to 4 and 
3 

WRIST OPTION 
5 under V2 board pressure moves it to 2 who quickly 
moves it down low to 6 who has stepped out a bit 
behind the opposing defense who was forcing 5 and 
6 then rakes it to the net or looks for 3 or 4 on the 
backside. 
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SLOT OPTION (Strong Side) 
The puck is moved across the top between 2 and 3 
drawing the opposing forwards out further. 2 
moves it to 5 and at the same time 4 has anticipated 
the play and moved inside the circle on 5's side and 
is ready for a quick shot on a direct feed from 5 or a 
relay pass from 6. 3 offers backside support. 

SLOT OPTION (Weak Side) 
The puck is switched from the strong_ side to weak 
side. 3 moves it down to 4 who moved deeper with 
it. 6 moves across the front into the high slot circle 
on 4's side getting a quick shot on the feed from 4. 
5 and 2 offer backside support. 

SLOT OPTION (Weak Side) 
Same rotation as strong side option except now 5 is 
set up as the shooter and 2 offers backside support. 

10 



LOW GIVE AND GO 
2 passes to 5 who moves it quickly to 6 low then 
drives for the net. 
6 gives it back 5 going for the net who shoots or 
looks for 3 and 4 backside (4 may also set a pick in 
front to allow 5 easier penetration) 

LOW GIVE AND GO 
5 passes it to 6 who 6yes it quickly back to 5 then 
breaks to the net. 
5 gives it back to 6 on his back-hand side who takes 
it to the net or looks for 3 and 4. 

LOW PICK ROTATION 
5 passes it to 6 then moves to block out the man 
covering him allowing 6 to move around the pick for 
the shot or other plays to 2, 3 or 4. 

19 



LOW PICK 
5 passes the puck to 6 who quickly gains the net. 4 
picks the opposing defenseman and at the corner of 
the net allowing 6 to walk out front for the shot or 
plays to 3,2 or 5. 

LOW PICK 
6 moves it to 5 then moves out front to pick the 
defensemanem and allowing 4 to move into the slot 
for a quick shot on a pass from 5 who is being 
pressured by the other defenseman. 

LOW PICK 
6 and 4 set low picks allowing 5 to walk out front. 
(3 is ready to pick the man covering him should he 
move low to pressure 5) 

n 



STRONG SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 
5 passes to 6 who gains the back of the net 
4 again attracts traffic to the front 
2 slides in the backside for a pass from 6 

WEAK SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 
5 moves it low to 6 
4 moves into an overload slot position 
3 slides in the backside for a pass from 6 

WEAK SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 
4 moves to a Krona block and screen position 
drawing traffic with him 
3 slides in the backside and _gets a direct pass from 5 
or gets a relay pass from 6 who has moved behind 
the net on a pass from 5 

'71 



BACK OF THE NET REVERSE T 
5 sets up behind the net 
4 moves to the front of the net into a shooting 
position 
3 slides into one dot with 6 assdming a position on 
the other 
2 assumes a high middle position 
5 looks for passing lanes to the other 4 players 

BACK OF THE NET REVERSE T (PICK) 
Same position posturing as in above example 
On a signal 6 moves in to set a pick at the side of the 
net allowing 5 to come out on his forehand side for 
the shot or plays to 3, 4 or 2 



DIRECT POINT SHOT 
5 pulls the puck up the wall and passes to 2 sliding 
into the prime shooting area for a one time shot 
6 moves to the front to support 4 while 3 offers 
backside support 

DIRECT POINT SHOT 
In cases where 2 is being overplayed and the weak 
side penalty killing forward is too low a direct pass 
may be made from 5 to 3 for the quick shot 

DEFENSE TO DEFENSE POINT SHOT 
With low pressure 5 moves it to 2 who quickly 
relays it to 3 for the direct shot with 6 and 4 in front 

23 



UMBRELLA MIDDLE SPRINT 
5 moves it to 2 who sprints to the middle for the 
shot with 6 and 4 in front and 5 and 3 offering net 
support 

UMBRELLA SIDE SHOT 
2 sprints to the middle and then moves it to 5 or 3 
for the shot with 4 and 6 in front 

UMBRELLA OUTSIDE WALK BACK TO 
MIDDLE FOR SHOT 
5 passes to 2 who relays to 3 who walks wide with 
the puck before passing back to 2 for the shot with 4 
and 6 in front and 5 offering weak side support 

94. 



UMBRELLA HIGH SEAM PLAY 
2 passes to 3 who goes cross seam to 5 moving into 
the shot with 4 and 6 in front 

UMBRELLA LOW SEAM PLAY 
2 passes to 3 who goes across the low seam to 6 at 
the side of the net for the jam 

HIGH PICK 
3 takes the puck wide then passes back to 2 who 
moves in for the shot as 5 has blocked out the high 
forward covering 2 

5 



SLOT PICK 
5 passes to 2 who relays to 3 who moves in for the 
shot as 4 blocks out the weak side forward who had 
been playing between the weak side defense and the 
slot 

DEFENSE PICK 
6 passes to 5 who moved around a pick set by 2 for 
the shot or a pass to 6, 4 or 3 

BACK DOOR PICK 
The puck is moved from the strong side from: to 3 
who relays to 4 
6 moves into the weak side slot position to draw. 
attention 
5 pick the opposing defense on the back door and 2 
moves in the backside getting a pass from 4 

C 



HIGH POINT ROTATION 
3 passes to 2 who moves straight down the right 
side wall 
5 moves to the corner or near side post 
6 moves around the net off the weak side post 
4 moves out to the high left slot 
3 moves across to the right point getting the pass 
from 2 with a quick relay to 4 for the shot with 5 
and 6 at the net and 2 offering weak side support 

HIGH ROTATION 
The same rotation as in the above example except 
that the puck is now passed directly from 2 to 4 for 
the shot or from 2 to 6 for the shot off the weak side 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (Four Down) 
The centre holds centre, the down defenseman & the 
inside winger-get puck possession and move the 
puck to the point, outside winger holds forward 
from pressuring point. 

97 



CENTRE ICE FACE-OFF (Quick Middle Option) 
The center pulls it back to a defenseman then takes a 
couple of steps forward getting a quick return pass 
with the two wino moving quickly to the outside 
generating speed. The objective is to catch the 
penalty killing; forwards stepping up resulting in a 
quick 3 on 2 attack possibility or a 3 on 1 if the 
other team's one defenseman stepped up for a face-
off. 

NEUTRAL ZONE FACE-OFF (Forward Overload 
option). One defenseman steps up on the boards for 
the face-off with the two wings lining up on the 
other side with one slightly behind and outside the 
other.  
The objective 3-fold; to win the draw and get to the 
wide wing for a control penetration; to win the draw 
and have the two wino able to support the rim; to 
be able to apply quick pressure should the draw be 
lost. 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (Defense up on 
inside) The one defenseman lines up at the back 
of the circle slightly to the inside and ready to move 
in for loose pucks on the face-off and then moving it 
to his partner. 

2A 



OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (FORWARD OR 
DEFENSE AT BACK OF CIRCLE FOR QUICK 
SHOT) 
One player is lined up for a quick shot at the back of 
the circle or is prepared to move it to the other 
defenseman split wide 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (2 ON 1 PASS 
TO CENTRE OR INSIDE FORWARD 
SPLITTING WIDE) 
Anticipating that both opposing penalty killing 
forward move forward the forward on the boards 
blocks out the defenseman facing him allowing the 
center to step forward and the other forward to split 
wide getting a quick 2 on 1 pass from the point 
against the lone defender in front 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (PUSH AHEAD 2 
ON I) 
With the two penalty killing forwards intent on 
getting out to the points and possibly cheating to get 
the edge the centre pushes the puck ahead looking 
for a quick 2 on 1 at the net with the inside forward 
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HALF BOARD PENETRATION 
2 Moves slightly to middle at line. 5 moves up the 
wall and gets the puck from 2 takes it to the net. 6 
and 4 block out in front. 3 is ready to slide in back 
side. 

LOW WALKOUT 
The puck is moved quickly from 2 to 5. 5 mows it 
quickly to 6 low who walks out with power to the 
net looking for the stuff or back door plays to 4 and 
3. 

WRIST OPTION 
5 under V: board pressure moves it to 2 who quickly 
moves it down low to 6 who has stepped out a bit 
behind the opposing defense who was forcinu 5 and 
6 then rakes it to the net or looks for 3 or 4 on the 
backside. 
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The puck is moved across the top between 2 and 3 
drawing the opposing forwards out further. 2 
moves it to 5 and at the same time 4 has anticipated 
the play and moved inside the circle on 5's side and 

eifttr 	

is ready for a quick shot on a direct feed from 5 or a 

A relay pass from 6. 3 offers backside support. 
% 

SLOT OPTION (Weak Side) 
The puck is switched from the strong side to weak 
side. 3 moves it down to 4 who moved deeper with 
it. 6 moves across the front into the high slot circle 
on 4's side getting a quick shot on the feed from 4. 
5 and 2 offer backside support. 

SLOT OPTION (Weak Side) 
Same rotation as strong side option except now 5 is 
set up as the shooter and 2 offers backside support. 



LOW GIVE AND GO 

2 passes to 5 who moves it quickly to 6 low then 
drives for the net. 

6 gives it back 5 going for the net who shoots or 
looks for 3 and 4 backside (4 may also set a pick in 
front to allow 5 easier penetration) 

LOW GIVE AND GO 

5 passes it to 6 who gives it quickly back to 5 then 
breaks to the net. 

5 gives it back to 6 on his back-hand side who takes 
it to the net or looks for 3 and 4. 

LOW PICK ROTATION 

5 passes it to 6 then moves to block out the man 
covering him allowing 6 to move around the pick for 
the shot or other plays to 2, 3 or 4. 



LOW PICK 
6 moves it to 5 then moves out front to pick the 
defensemanem and allowing 4 to move into the slot 
for a quick shot on a pass from 5 who is being 
pressured by the other defenseman. 

LOW PICK 
6 and 4 set low picks allowing. 5 to walk out front. 
(3 is ready to pick the man covering him should he 
move low to pressure 5) 

LOW PICK 
5 passes the puck to 6 who quickly gains the net. 4 
picks the opposing defenseman and at the corner of 
the net allowing 6 to walk out front for the shot or 
plays to 3,2 or 5. 



WEAK SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 
5 moves it low to 6 
4 moves into an overload slot position 
3 slides in the backside for a pass from 6 

WEAK SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 
4 moves to a strong block and screen position 
drawing traffic with him 

3 slides in the backside and gets a direct pass from 5 
or gets a relay pass from 6 who has moved behind 
the net on a pass from 5 

STRONG SIDE POINT BACK DOOR OPTION 
5 passes to 6 who gains the back of the net 
4 again attracts traffic to the front 
2 slides in the backside for a pass from 6 



BACK OF THE NET REVERSE T 
5 sets up behind the net 
4 moves to the front of the net into a shooting 
position 
3 slides into one dot with 6 assuming a position on 
the other 
2 assumes a high middle position 
5 looks for passing lanes to the other 4 players 

BACK OF THE NET REVERSE T (PICK) 
Same position posturing as in above example 
On a signal 6 moves in to set a pick at the side of the 
net allowing 5 to come out on his forehand side for 
the shot or plays to 3,4 or 2 



DIRECT POINT SHOT 
5 pulls the puck up the wall and passes to 2 sliding 
into the prime shooting area for a one time shot 
6 moves to the front to support 4 while 3 offers 
backside support 

DIRECT POINT SHOT 
In cases where 2 is being overplayed and the weak 
side penalty killing forward is too low a direct pass 
may be made from 5 to 3 for the quick shot 

DEFENSE TO DEFENSE POINT SHOT 
With low pressure 5 moves it to 2 who quickly 
relays it to 3 for the direct shot with 6 and 4 in front 



UMBRELLA MIDDLE SPRINT 
5 moves it to 2 who sprints to the middle for the 
shot with 6 and 4 in front and 5 and 3 offering net 
support 

UMBRELLA SIDE SHOT 
2 sprints to the middle and then moves it to 5 or 3 
for the shot with 4 and 6 in front 

UMBRELLA OUTSIDE WALK BACK TO 
MIDDLE FOR SHOT 
5 passes to 2 who relays to 3 who walks wide with 
the puck before passing back to 2 for the shot with 4 
and 6 in front and 5 offering weak side support 



UMBRELLA HIGH SEAM PLAY 
2 passes to 3 who goes cross seam to 5 moving into 
the shot with 4 and 6 in front 

UMBRELLA LOW SEAM PLAY 
2 passes to 3 who goes across the low seam to 6 at 
the side of the net for the jam 

HIGH PICK 

3 takes the puck wide then passes back to 2 who 
moves in for the shot as 5 has blocked out the high 
forward covering 2 



BACK DOOR PICK 
The puck is moved from the strong side from 2 to; 
who relays to 4 
6 moves into the weak side slot position to draw 
attention 
5 pick the opposing defense on the back door and 2 
moves in the backside getting a pass from 4 

SLOT PICK 
5 passes to 2 who relays to 3 who moves in for the 
shot as 4 blocks out the weak side forward who had 
been playing between the weak side defense and the 
slot 

DEFENSE PICK 
6 passes to 5 who moved around a pick set by 2 for 
the shot or a pass to 6, 4 or 3 



HIGH POINT ROTATION 
3 passes to 2 who moves straight down the right 
side wall 

5 moves to the corner or near side post 
6 moves around the net off the weak side post 
4 moves out to the high left slot 
3 moves across to the right point getting the pass 
from 2 with a quick relay to 4 for the shot with 5 
and 6 at the net and 2 offering weak side support 

HIGH ROTATION 

The same rotation as in the above example except 
that the puck is now passed directly from 2 to 4 for 
the shot or from 2 to 6 for the shot off the weak side 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (Four Down) 
The centre holds centre, the down defenseman & the 
inside winger-get puck possession and move the 
puck to the point, outside winger holds fonvard 
from pressuring point. 



CENTRE ICE FACE-OFF (Quick Middle Option) 
The center pulls it back to a defenseman then takes a 
couple of steps forward getting a quick return pass 
with the two wings moving quickly to the outside 
generating speed. The objective is to catch the 
penalty killing forwards stepping up resulting in a 
quick 3 on 2 attack possibility or a 3 on 1 if the 
other team's one defenseman stepped up for a face-
off. 

NEUTRAL ZONE FACE-OFF (Forward Overload 
option). One defenseman steps up on the boards for 
the face-off with the two wings lining up on the 
other side with one slightly behind and outside the 
other. 
The objective 3-fold; to win the draw and get to the 
wide wing for a control penetration; to win the draw 
and have the two wings able to support the rim; to 
be able to apply quick pressure should the draw be 
lost. 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (Defense up on 
inside). The one defenseman lines up at the back 
of the circle slightly to the inside and ready to move 
in for loose pucks on the face-off and then moving it 
to his partner. 



OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (FORWARD OR 
DEFENSE AT BACK OF CIRCLE FOR QUICK 
SHOT) 

One player is lined up for a quick shot at the back of 
the circle or is prepared to move it to the other 
defenseman split wide 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (2 ON 1 PASS 
TO CENTRE OR INSIDE FORWARD 
SPLITTING WIDE) 

Anticipating that both opposing penalty killing 
forward move forward the forward on the boards 
blocks out the defenseman facing him allowing the 
center to step forward and the other forward to split 
wide getting a quick 2 on I pass from the point 
against the lone defender in front 

OFFENSIVE ZONE FACE-OFF (PUSH Al-WAD 2 
ON!) 

With the two penalty killing forwards intent on 
getting out to the points and possibly cheating to get 
the edge the centre pushes the puck ahead looking 
for a quick 2 on 1 at the net with the inside fonvard 
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